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Appendix 1  

The graphic novel: teaching to learn.  

 



 
 

 

 



 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 

 



 
 



 
 

 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 

 



 
 



 
 



 
 

 
 

 

Appendix 2 

1. Honesty 

No. 
Chapter 

Sub chapter 

and Page 

Dialogue, speech, 

and thoughts  

Description 

1. Getting all the 

‘students’ 

onside   

 

Page 2  

 

Marry: “ 

absolutely, but 

you see kim and I 

are 

wondering…..”  

This dialogue occurs 

when Kim and Mary ask 

students in year 8 and 9 

join a group as teachers. 

And the student ask why 

should be them that join 

in this group. And then 

Mary explain that the 

reason. In this case there 

is found value “honesty” 

contained in the dialogue 

that Mary need 

volunteers of student in 

year 8 and 9.    

  page 4 

 

“ …don’t ignore 

…” 

“…fool is free..” 

“… no yelling..” 

This sentence is a 

thought about the 

teacher according to year 

8 and 9 students. Mary 



 
 

“…no baby 

treating..” 

and Kim asked the 

students to share their 

thoughts about teacher. 

In this statement, there is  

found the value of 

“honesty” on the sheet of 

paper. 

2 Jumping to the 

end   

 

1.) Meeting 

and 

Missing 

Page 21:  

 

“In the car I saw 

that he had 

changed but one 

word. He had 

crossed out 

‘grandma’ and 

written ‘nan’.” 

In that sentence Kim 

tries to approach and 

familiarize herself with 

her students. And when 

this was done, Mary got 

an interesting story 

about her grandmother 

from one of her students. 

In this case found the 

value of "honesty" 

because Mary tells the 

reader what happened at 

that time. 

  Page 22 :  

 

“we had to ask 

him to leave. But 

heh has a job”   

In this dialogue Kim ask 

to assistant of principal 

about one of the student 

that missing from her 

final meeting. And there 

found the value of  

“Honesty” that is 

assistant principal told 

Mary that one of the 

student that her still on 

work 



 
 

3 Early days at 

Pasture Flats 

1.)  The 

(imagined) 

past and 

imagining 

the future    

Page 25: 

 

“…draw yourself 

when you were at 

school.” 

In this case Mary and 

Kim want the student 

teachers to describe 

themselves during their 

school days. In this case, 

we can found the value 

of  “Honesty” in the 

sentence that Kim wants 

students  to be honest 

about their situation in  

school 

  Page 26: 

 

The drawing of 

student teacher 

In this case Mary and 

Kim want the student 

teachers to describe or 

drawing themselves 

during their school days. 

In this case, we can 

found the value of  

“Honesty” in the picture. 

That teacher students 

describe with drawing 

about how to be teachers 

who can accommodate 

the students in the class 

  Page 27: 

 

“ I really want to 

learn strategies 

for teaching” 

A student who describes 

how to be a good 

teacher. In this case there 

is a  value of “honesty” 

which is a saying about 

curiosity. 

  2.) Meeting 

and 

“…Yumi 

commented that 

Stevie may spend 

In this case it is said that 

Stevie is a person who is 

only noticed after a few 



 
 

missings 

(2) 

page 30: 

 

a lot of her time 

in a manga 

fantasy land…” 

days According to one of 

his friends, Yumi, Stevie 

is rarely present in class. 

Because he often goes to 

Manga Fantasy Land. As 

before in this context 

there is a value of 

“Honesty” which 

describe someone who 

rarely participates in 

activities.    

  3.) Breaking 

the ice 

with the Yr 

8’s   

Page 31: 

Mary:  what do 

you mean by 

“baby treating” 

Anthony?” 

Anthony: “you 

know, it’s a bit 

like big brother – 

teachers make 

alliance…” 

In this case, it was 

explained that Mary 

wanted to listen to 

Anthony explanation 

regarding the sentence “ 

baby treating” which 

was then explained by 

Anthony. In this case 

there is a value of  

“honesty” in this 

sentence,  where 

Anthony explains the 

meaning of the sentence 

“baby treating” 

  4.) Student 

mentors 

Page 34: 

    

“ 2 minutes I’m 

teaching 

Japanese  and the 

next .. I start 

worrying.”   

The comic explains how 

confused one of the 

students is about how to 

be a good teacher. In this 

case the student also 

asked for opinions 

regarding this matter 

through a letter to 



 
 

Pasture Flats. In that 

sentence there is a value 

of “honesty” listed there. 

This can be explained 

how worried one of the 

students is about how to 

teach well and he asked 

the Pasture Flats through 

the letter. 

  5.) Elusive 

friendship 

Page 37:  

  

“Sometimes I 

saw him at 

lectures on the 

uni campus …..” 

“He spoke in half 

sentences…”   

In this sentence Mary 

describes Stevie who is 

rarely present in class 

these days. From this 

sentence there is a value 

of  “honesty” where 

Mary explain how Stevie 

attitude and activities are 

while in the Pasture Flats 

4 Working 

towards the art 

exhibition 

3.)  Stained 

hands  

-    page 45: 

 

“ I was expecting 

Nic to tell me 

about himself 

…”  

 

In that sentence Kim 

tried to get closer to Nic. 

And want to know more 

about him. In this case 

there is a value of  

“honesty”. Why it could 

be said that? Because 

Kim said she wanted to 

know more about Nic.     

  4.)  What are 

“bubbly” girls 

made of? 

- Page 47: 

 

“ Kristen also 

kept a journal… 

..I have to 

confess that 

times ….. 

In this case Kristen said 

that he was lacking in 

communicating with 

other members, because 

he felt the group was to 

much of joking and not 



 
 

focused on the main 

thing. In this context 

there is the value of 

“honesty” in which she 

expresses feelings in a 

journal about the 

situation  of the group 

that is  not conducive. 

5 Visiting the 

university 

 

1.) Excursions 

-     Page 53: 

 

“ I’d like … My 

dad’s bos’ son is 

like ,….” 

At that time, Kim asked 

“what do you want to do 

in university?”, then 

they say what they want 

to see the rocket engine. 

In this case it can be 

found the value of 

"honesty" because the 

students said what they 

wanted. 

  - Page 57: “ Daniel and 

Anthony offered 

to carry…” 

In this case, Kim told 

Daniel where the two of 

them were from, then 

they explained the 

incident to Kim. In that 

context, there is a value 

of "honesty", because 

Daniel explains in detail 

the incident 

6 Back to work 

 

2.)  What are 

“endearing” 

girls made of? 

- Page 62: 

 

“I am looking 

forward to 

working on your 

research but I am 

not really sure 

The email sent by Aileen 

gives us an idea that 

Aileen wants to 

participate in Kim’s 

research but because she 

is not sure she has 



 
 

what we will 

doing?...” 

withdrawn her intention 

to participate. In this 

case there is a value of 

“honesty” because 

Aileen gave her reasons 

so she couldn’t follow 

Kim’s research.   

  -Page 63: “….I have never 

been a stamp 

collector, but I 

used to love 

collecting pen 

pals!...”   

The Letter sent by 

Aileen said that she likes 

to collect stamps but 

Kim said to difficult for 

collecting stamp today. 

Then Kim explained that 

she likes to collect work 

from Pan Pals. In this 

case there is a value of 

“honesty” because Kim 

expresses his fondness 

for collecting work from 

pen pals 

  3.)  Teaching 

by preaching  

 Page 65: 

 

“ I couldn’t help 

myself, I told 

them the story of 

my yr12 

Japanese 

class….” 

Here Kim tries to explain 

a picture of the curve 

that he describe. Then he 

explained that the idea of 

the shape of the curve 

was the result of learning 

in Japanese class. In this 

case there is a value 

“honesty”. Kim explain 

his past when he was still 

attending Japanese 

classes.    



 
 

  7.)  ningen ga 

banjisaisoo 

ga uma   

- Page72: 

“ I am not good 

in public…” 

In the journal Yumi 

explain that she is not 

confident about 

speaking in public. 

Therefore he lacks in 

interaction, In this case 

there is a value of 

“honesty”. Because he 

said in his journal about 

how hard he is to 

communicate with 

people.   

  8.)  Speaking 

whose words?  

- Page 74: 

“ …I am worried 

that I am 

attached to the 

power…” 

In this context Kim want 

to consultation about 

how to teach in class 

with Mary.  And Mary 

give some solution to 

Mary about the problem. 

In this case there is a 

value of “Honesty” 

because Mary give some 

feedback to Kim about 

that. 

7 Forging a 

capacity to 

love? 

 

1.)  The 

“keeper”  

- Page 77: 

“ …it means that 

school should be 

for everyone not 

just the perfect” 

In this case Anthony to 

Samuel regarding the 

broken part, and 

provides and an 

explanation through 

terms. In this context 

there is a value of 

“honesty” because 

Anthony gives words 

that can make us realize 



 
 

that all students are 

equal. 

  3.)  What is 

real? Real 

teaching  

- Page 80: 

“ You know I’ve 

always ….” 

The dialogue mentions 

Kim who feels like a 

failure as a teacher when 

he has no material to 

convey. In this case there 

is a value of “honesty”. 

Because he talked about 

the problems he was 

facing 

  4.)  Common 

experience?  

- Page 83:  

 

“ I have not been 

comfortable…” 

“ You know I 

was terrified…” 

When the debrief, 

several people expressed 

their respective opinions 

and then some of them 

said that being a teacher 

was not easy. In this case 

there is a value of 

“honesty”. Because in 

the person expresses 

their own problems.   

  6.)  Silence  

- Page 86  

 

“.. I try to make 

her feel 

comfortable…” 

In journal written by 

Marda’s she describes 

her desire to be closer to 

Aileen. In this case there 

is a value of “honesty”, 

this is because  Marda 

tells of her effort to 

approach Aileen.   

 

2. Not giving up 

No. 
Chapter 

Sub chapter 

and Page 

Dialogue, speech, 

and thoughts  

Description 



 
 

3 Early days at 

Pasture Flats 

1.)  The 

(imagined) 

past and 

imagining the 

future    

- Page 25: 

“ as always, there 

was some 

nervous laughter, 

stilted chatter and 

resistance to 

picking up 

something other 

than a pen”    

In this case, Mary 

describes the condition of 

the students who were 

given a sheet to write 

down what they did in 

school. In that sentence 

there is a value of  “not 

giving up”. It can be seen 

that even though these 

students feel nervous they 

still do what they are 

assigned 

 

3. Self confidence 

No. 

Chapter 
Sub chapter and 

Page 

Dialogue, 

speech, and 

thoughts  

Description 

1 Getting all the 

‘students’ 

onside   

 

Page 2:  

 

“ isn’t that your 

job!” 

This dialogue occurs 

when Kim and Mary 

ask students in year 8 

and 9 join a group as 

teachers. And the 

student ask why should 

be them that join in this 

group. There is found 

the value “ self- 

confidence”  which the 

student confidently 

asked about Mary’s 

request to join the 

group . 

  Page 7:  

 

“ the pasture 

flats cohort is 

open to primary 

In the dialogue Mary 

speaks to the student 

who will join her. It is 



 
 

and secondary 

students even 

though it is 

located at 

secondary…” 

about the state of the 

class later. In this case, 

the value of "self-

confidence" education 

can be found in the 

dialogue. 

2 Jumping to 

the end   

1.)  Meeting and 

missings 

- Pages 19: 

“Yeah you got it 

wrong on all the 

stories. But don’t 

worry we fixed it 

up on the paper” 

In the dialogue Kim felt 

that there was 

something wrong with 

the story that was 

made, but one of his 

friends named Blaine 

tried to fix it. In this 

context there is a value 

of "self-confidence" 

shown by Blaine who 

can confidently fix this 

3 Early days at 

Pasture Flats 

1.)  The 

(imagined) past 

and imagining 

the future    

- Page 26: 

“ I expect to be 

able to learn to 

be a good 

teacher who can 

accommodate 

student needs.” 

In this case Mary and 

Kim want the student 

teachers to describe or 

drawing  themselves 

during their school 

days. In this case, we 

can found the value of  

“self -confident”  

because in this context 

he tries to give his best 

and believes in good 

result. 

  - Page 27: 

 

“ I really want to 

learn strategies 

for teaching” 

In this case Mary and 

Kim want the student 

teachers to describe or 

drawing  themselves 



 
 

during their school 

days. In this case, we 

can found the value of  

“self -confident”  

because in this context 

he tries to give his best 

and believes in good 

result. 

4 Working 

towards the 

art exhibition 

1.) Machiavelli’s 

survivor  

- Page 42: 

“ yeah… I am 

not that good 

though, but ya 

gotta keep 

tryn’..” 

In this case Kim tried 

to continue the 

conversation with 

Aaron and asked which 

basketball team he 

would join. Then he 

said he join the Tigers 

team. From that 

sentence, there is a 

value of “self-

confidence” this is 

because Aaron even 

though he is not sure of 

his abilities, he still 

joins the team 

6 Back to work 2.)  What are 

“endearing” girls 

made of? 

- Page 64: 

 

“ I had faith that 

this project 

would facilitate 

our ….” 

In the journal that was 

written by Kristen’s he 

had faith in the project 

they were working on 

and had high hopes for 

the project. In this case  

there is a value of “self-

confidence” because 

she is  very confident 



 
 

that  this project can 

give the  best result. 

  6.)  The butterly   

- Page 71 

“ …Carlotta 

spoke to the 

group…” 

In this case Carlotta 

spoke in front of the 

group during the 

session. In this context 

there is a value “self-

confidence”. Because 

he dared to speaks in 

front of the group 

7 Forging a 

capacity to 

love? 

 

3.)  What is real? 

Real teaching  

- Page 80: 

“  ..it is always 

in the 

alongside..” 

In the context Kim 

wants to say how the 

state of a teacher who 

failed. But she still 

tried to put it aside. In 

the case there is a value 

of “self-confidence” 

that he believes that 

even though there are 

many mistakes made 

by a teacher, it can be 

easily handle by the 

teacher himself.   

  5.)  Policed 

boundaries 

- Page 84:  

 

 

Marda’s Journal In this case, Marda 

wants to give an idea 

that a graffiti or other 

art can have its own 

meaning. In this 

context, there is value 

of “self-confidence” 

that is shown by Marda 

to use graffiti media in 

conveying a moral 



 
 

message. And the 

graffiti she made is one 

of them.    

  7.)  The 

“hoodies”  

- Page 89:  

 

 

“ hey keith! Get 

a shot of us will 

yah!” 

In this case, the 

students wore hoodies 

that had been graffiti 

on. And they pose with 

style in front of camera. 

Here we can take the 

value of “self-

confidence” because 

they wear accessories 

that are comfortable for 

them and show that 

they are compact in one 

group 

  8.)  Hands ‘in’ 

learning  

- Page 90:  

 

“ I can be the 

most effective 

…” 

In a journal written by 

Samuel, he feels 

confident that he will 

be able to help students 

in learning. Because of 

this, there is a “self-

confidence” value in 

the journal. On that 

journal he said that he 

really wanted to help in 

the teaching and 

learning process then 

he also wanted to 

develop his own 

learning technique.     

 

4. Brave  



 
 

No. 
Chapter 

Sub chapter 

and Page 

Dialogue, speech, 

and thoughts  

Description 

1 Getting all the 

‘students’ 

onside   

 

-Page 2:  

 

“Isn’t that your 

job” 

This dialogue occurs 

when Kim and Mary ask 

students in year 8 and 9 

join a group as teachers. 

And the student ask why 

should be them that join 

in this group. There is 

found the value “ brave” 

that showed the student 

speak up what he hadn’t  

understand 

  -Page 6: “ having gained 

support at the 

school I sent an 

invitation to 

education 

students at 

university..” 

In that sentence Mary 

explained that she had 

invited students who 

would participate in her 

class. In this context, we 

can find the value of 

"brave", it is because of 

Mary's courage to invite 

her class participants. 

3 Early days at 

Pasture Flats 

1.)  The 

(imagined) 

past and 

imagining the 

future   

- Page 24: 

“…the student 

teachers politely 

shared the space 

with each other 

and….” 

In this case Kim 

explained the situation in 

the pasture flats. That, at 

first people did not know 

each other so they 

respected each other in 

every conversation that 

was done. In this case 

there is a value of 

“brave”  which can be 

seen even though they 



 
 

don’t know each other 

can still communicated 

as they are. 

  - Page 25: “Divide the A3 

sheet ….” 

In this case, Kim were 

given a sheet to write 

down what they did in 

school. In that sentence 

there is a value of  “ 

brave” because Mary 

gave assignments to the 

student firmly. 

  3.)  Breaking 

the ice with 

the Yr 8’s   

- Page 31: 

“You know, it’s a 

bit like big 

brother teacher 

…” 

In this case, it was 

explained that Kim 

wanted to listen to 

Anthony explanation 

regarding the sentence “ 

baby treating” which 

was then explained by 

Anthony. 

In this sentence can be 

found value of “brave” 

because he explained it 

clearly. 

6 Back to work 3.)  Teaching 

by preaching  

- Page 65: 

“Addie asked : 

what is a bell-

shaped curve?” 

When the class was 

going normally and 

Addie asked question 

related to the curve. In 

this case there is value of 

“brave”. Because he 

dared to ask about the 

curve   



 
 

  5.)  Teaching 

by hand   

- Page 68: 

“ don’t become 

teacher like that 

…” 

Anthony tries to talk 

with Kim about being 

the teacher that many 

students expect. In this 

case there is a value of 

“brave”, because 

Anthony wants to 

understand more about 

being a teacher. 

  7.)  ningen ga 

banjisaisoo 

ga uma   

- Page 72: 

“ ….but talking 

about educational 

issues often make 

me too 

emotional..” 

In this case, Yumi’ said 

that when she talked 

about education she was 

very emotional which 

sometimes made her 

nervous. In this context 

there is the value of 

“brave”. Because he 

gave an opinion that 

described himself as 

very sentimental 

regarding education.    

7 Forging a 

capacity to 

love? 

1.)  The 

“keeper” 

- Page 77: 

“ Anthony spoke 

up:..” 

In this case Anthony 

talks in front of the class 

about actually class that 

there is no 

discrimination therefore 

he said   that school is 

for everyone. In that 

context, we can see 

Anthony’s attitude 

shows the value of 

“brave” because of his 

courage in expressing 



 
 

his thoughts in front of 

many people 

  6.)  Silence  

- Page 86: 

“ ..but the other 

day he 

approached me 

...” 

In the journal, Marda 

said she wanted to 

approach Aileen, but 

Aileen unexpected 

approached Marda. In 

this context there is a 

value of “brave” because 

of his courage to 

approach Marda. 

 

1. Loyalty 

 

No. 

Chapter 
Sub chapter and 

Page 

Dialogue, 

speech, and 

thoughts  

Description 

1 a) Getting 

all the 

‘students’ 

onside   

-   Page 4: “Teacher have 2 

show…..” all 

word in those 

paper 

In this case, Kim and 

Mary asked the 

students to write down 

what they thought was 

important in teaching 

and learning. In this 

context, the value of 

"loyalty" can be found 

in which these 

prospective students 

write what Mary 

commands. 

  -  Page 8: “there were 

many questions 

and discussions 

amongst the 

assembled 

In this case, Kim and 

Mary are very happy 

with the student 

teacher joining in the 

pasture flats. By 



 
 

group , finally 

25 student 

teachers decide 

to join Mary and 

I at pasture 

flats”    

mentioning this there is 

a "loyalty" value in 

seeing students willing 

to join this class. 

2 Jumping to the 

end   

1.)  Meeting and 

missings 

- Page 19 : 

“Yeah you got it 

wrong on all the 

stories. But 

don’t worry we 

fixed it up on 

the paper” 

In the dialogue Kim 

felt that there was 

something wrong with 

the story that was 

made, but one of his 

friends named Blaine 

tried to fix it. In this 

context there is a value 

of "loyalty" shown by 

Blaine who want to 

help Kim in fixing the 

story problem 

4 Working 

towards the art 

exhibition 

1.) Machiavelli’s 

survivor 

- Page 42: 

“ I decide to 

walk with him 

on the pretense 

…”   

From this sentence, 

Kim invited Aaron to 

walk together to 

continue their 

conversation. In this 

case, there is a value of 

“loyalty” because 

Aaron wants to be 

invited to walk with 

Kim. 

  5.)  Framer, 

framed 

- Page 48: 

“I’m getting 

everybody! got 

everyone..” 

At the time, Kim was 

trying out the new 

camera he had. And 

taking a video of his 

friends who playing 



 
 

basketball. In that 

sentence there is a 

value “loyalty” 

because in this case 

Kim gives a strong 

impression of 

togetherness.     

  - Page 49: “Daniel worked 

alongside 

Samuel and 

Carlotta most of 

the time..” 

In this context, Kim 

tells how the three 

people (Daniel, Samuel 

and Carlotta) help each 

other in completing 

their work. In this case 

there is a value 

“loyalty”. This is 

because, there attitudes 

of always working 

together in solving 

problems or work. 

7 Forging a 

capacity to 

love? 

6.)  Silence 

- Page 86: 

“ ....it was in  

those moment 

that I 

understood she 

did not want to 

leave…”       

In Marda’s journal, she 

explains that she wants 

to approach one of her 

friend, Aileen, and 

unexpectedly Aileen 

approaches her. This 

happen because Aileen 

didn’t want to leave the 

group. In this context 

there is a value of 

“loyalty” because of 

Aileen’s desire to 

remain in this project 

group.    

 



 
 

2. Respect 

  

No. 
Chapter 

Sub chapter 

and Page 

Dialogue, speech, 

and thoughts  

Description 

1 Getting all the 

‘students’ 

onside   

-  Page 4: “ don’t ignore the 

boys /or chicks” 

“ no yelling” 

“no baby 

treating” 

In this case, Kim and 

Mary asked the students 

to write down what they 

thought was important in 

teaching and learning. In 

this context, the value 

“respect” some of these 

things are a form of 

mutual respect 

2 Jumping to the 

end   

1.)  Meeting 

and missings 

- page 15: 

“I shuffled 

papers. Trying 

not to worry 

about the silence” 

Here Kim describes a 

situation where students 

focus on each other in 

thinking about the story. 

And then Kim tried not 

to break their 

concentration. In this 

case there is a value of 

"respect" which is 

shown by Kim not to 

break this calm. 

3 Early days at 

Pasture Flats 

2.)  Meeting 

and missings 

(2) 

- Page 30: 

“  this day was 

the first time 

anyone 

mentioned 

Stevie..” 

In this case, Mary just 

realized a student named 

Stevie.  He rarely goes 

to the class, because of 

his busy in manga 

festival land. In this 

case, you can find the 

value of “respect”, that 

people can appreciate 

how busy they are and 



 
 

still consider him part of 

their class. 

  4.)  Student 

mentors   

- Page 32: 

“ …I hung 

around the edges 

of the groups of 

uni and …..” 

“ I chance 

approaching 

them and sharing 

in conversation 

about manga”   

In this case, Kim wants 

to know more about 

peoples perspectives 

regarding manga. In this 

case there is a value of 

“respect” in the sentence 

where the people around 

him want to provide 

input or opinions  

regarding what Mary is  

doing.   

  - Page 36:   “ the first consent 

form I got in the 

mail was from 

shay….” 

In that sentence, Mary 

waits for the letter to 

give her opinion 

regarding the assigned 

tasks. In this case there 

is value “respect” that in 

Mary still responds to 

the letters she received 

even though they are 

difficult to read. 

4 Working 

towards the art 

exhibition 

1.) 

Machiavelli’s 

survivor 

- Page 43: 

“But in quitter 

moment I 

wondered if 

Aaron was aware 

of how well he 

had learnt to play 

‘the game’?” 

Kim talked about how 

Aaron contribute to the 

activities at Pasture 

Flats. Where Kim has 

little doubts regarding 

Aarons survival in the 

group. But Kim still 

hopes Aaron can do his 

job at Pasture Flats. In 

this context there is a 



 
 

value of “respect” 

because Kim tries to 

give Aaron more room 

for expression. 

6 Back to work 1.)  

Unsolved, 

unresolved 

failure? 

- Page 61: 

“ I’ve never 

known two 

people who love 

basketball so 

much !..” 

In this case when Kim 

said about the activities 

carried out by Nic and 

Shay, they are playing a 

basketball. In this 

context there is a value 

of “respect”. Because 

Kim just realized about 

the activities of these 

students who really like 

their hobby.    

  2.)  What are 

“endearing” 

girls made 

of? 

- Page 62: 

“ …I do enjoy 

reading too..” 

“.. pretty exciting 

about your 

sister..” 

Kim and Aileen send 

massage via email each 

other, they share the 

experiences with each 

other. In this case there 

is a value of “respect”. 

Because the two people 

greeted each other and 

replied to each other’s 

letters and did not forget 

the sense of friendship. 

  - Page 63: “ dear Kim, sorry  

I haven’t replied 

earlier …” 

In this case Aileen 

forgot to send a reply 

letter to Kim. In this 

sentence there is a value 

of “respect” because 

even though Aileen is 

busy with her brother’s 



 
 

marriage, she still replies 

to letters from Kim. 

  4.)  What are 

“outspoken” 

girls made 

of? 

- Page 67: 

“ …they worked 

together on the 

idea for the 

hoodies..” 

Mary and Kim discuss 

thoughts on the hoodies 

group. And see the 

solidarity of Carissa and 

Tegan. In this context 

there is a value of 

“respect”, because Kim 

feels that what they are 

doing is very much line 

with the existing reality 

and appreciates their 

work 

  8.)  Speaking 

whose 

words?  

- Page 74: 

“ I remember you 

got everyone 

relaxed and 

laughing within 

minutes….” 

Here we can see that 

there is a letter to Mary 

regarding how to teach 

to learn. In this context 

there is a value of 

“respect” because Kim 

admires how Mary 

makes the classroom 

atmosphere more lively 

and wants to learn with 

her.   

7 Forging a 

capacity to 

love? 

2.)  

Unsolved, 

unresolved 

failure? (2)  

- Page 79: 

“Instead I wrote 

him a note 

thanking him for 

his work….” 

In this case, Kim tries to 

give an appreciation to 

Anthony. Because her 

work with Scott gives 

meaning to learning and 

teaching. Therefore, 

there is a value of 

“respect” in that 



 
 

sentence, we can notice 

that Kim wants to show 

his care for fellow 

members by making a 

thank you note.    

  7.)  The 

“hoodies”   

- Page 89: 

“ …kept a 

discrete distance” 

At the time, Jai, who is 

an expert in graffiti, 

made some names on his 

sweaters for the existing 

group members. And 

from this jai began to get 

along with everyone 

including Keith. Then 

Kim tried to keep his 

distance with him. In 

this case, there is a value 

of “ respect” when Kim 

stays away from the two 

of them, as a way to 

avoid unpleasant feeling    

  10.)  

Learning to 

teach or 

teaching to 

learn?  

- Page 94: 

“..but you are 

able to draw 

figure from the 

back, turning or 

in motion ...” 

This happened because 

the email sent by Stevie 

made Kim very happy 

and then Kim also 

replied to the letter. In 

the letter, Kim was very 

impressed with Stevie’s 

skills. Stevie could 

describe Kim’s face 

from various angels. In 

this case there is a value 

of “respect”. Because, 

Kim replied to a letter 



 
 

from Stevie, and Kim 

also gave some 

compliments in his 

letter.     

 

3. Kindness 

No. 
Chapter 

Sub chapter 

and Page 

Dialogue, speech, 

and thoughts  

Description 

1 a) Getting 

all the 

‘students’ 

onside   

- Page 4: “ be kind” In this case, Kim and 

Mary asked the students 

to write down what they 

thought was important in 

teaching and learning. In 

this context, the value “ 

kindness” because it is a 

desire that a teacher can 

behave and have 

kindness in various 

aspects. 

2 Jumping to the 

end   

1.)  Meeting 

and missings 

-  Pages 19: 

“Yeah you got it 

wrong on all the 

stories. But don’t 

worry we fixed it 

up on the paper” 

In the dialogue Kim felt 

that there was something 

wrong with the story that 

was made, but one of his 

friends named Blaine 

tried to fix it. In this 

context there is a value 

of "kindness" shown by 

Blaine who want to help 

Kim in fixing the story 

problem 

3 Early days at 

Pasture Flats 

1.)  The 

(imagined) 

past and 

“ politely” In this case Mary 

explained the situation in 

the pasture flats. That, at 

first people did not know 



 
 

imagining the 

future  

- Page 24: 

each other so they 

respected each other in 

every conversation that 

was done. In this case, 

there is a value of 

“kindness” this happens 

because people can 

understand how to 

respect each other. 

  Page 26:    

 

“good teacher” In this case Mary and 

Kim want the student 

teachers to describe or 

drawing themselves 

during their school days. 

In this case, we can 

found the value of 

“kindness” because  

being a role model for 

students, indeed a 

teacher is required to 

have good attitude as a 

basis 

4 Working 

towards the art 

exhibition 

1.)  

Machiavelli’s 

survivor  

- Page 43: 

“ he made me 

smile warmly” 

In this case Kim is 

happy where he found a 

suitable family or friend. 

So, it touches his little 

heart. In this context 

there is a value 

“kindness” because 

Aarons can make Kim 

enjoyed when Aaron is 

around. 



 
 

  5.)  Framer, 

framed 

- Page 49: 

The activities In this case Daniel gives 

guess to his group. In 

this context, there is a 

value of “kindness” 

because Daniel tries to 

melting the situation that 

is to focused 

5 Visiting the 

university 

1)  

Excursions 

- Page 52: 

“… would we 

give them food” 

In this case, Kim wants 

to give appreciation for 

the visit of the mentors. 

The sentence has the 

value of "kindness" 

because Kim wants to 

give a thank you when 

the mentors arrive. 

6 Back to work 8.)  Speaking 

whose 

words? 

- Page 74: 

“ ..their 

comments I know 

are not truth of 

me …” 

In the email, Kim 

explained how to deal 

with students who 

responded or provoked a 

teacher. In this case, 

there is a value of 

“Kindness”. Because 

Mary gave an 

explanation that to 

overcome this, don’t 

think badly of students 

who like to provoke. 

Wherefore, a teacher 

must be firm and think 

clearly in dealing with 

his students.   



 
 

7 Forging a 

capacity to 

love? 

4.)  Common 

experience?  

- Page 83: 

“…you know 

what I learnt 

from these guys. 

It’s all about 

‘accept me’...” 

In this case, Kim shared 

her fear of facing some 

students head-on. 

Therefore he gave 

advice to one of 

prospective teachers not 

to be afraid. Because 

they can accept us. In 

this context, there is a 

value of “kindness”. 

Because the suggestion 

given by Kim directly 

opened the views of the 

group members. 

 

4. Fair 

No. 
Chapter 

Sub chapter 

and Page 

Dialogue, speech, 

and thoughts  

Description 

2 Jumping to the 

end 

1.)  Meeting 

and missings 

- page 14: 

“ …I asked the 

students, now in 

year 9 and 10, to 

write any 

comments or 

In this context, Kim 

provides an opportunity 

for each student to 

provide feedback 

regarding the story that 

Kim and his team made. 

In this case there is a 

value of "fair" to be 

found. When Kim tries 

to ask for opinions not 

only from one point of 

view but from various 

points of view 

 

Appendix 3  

Image gesture 



 
 

a) Getting all the ‘students’ onside  

- Page 5:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by  

hand throwing 

basketball 

√   

2 Gesture by 

face  : smile, 

laugh, squint, 

hesitant, and  

curious  

√   

 

 

- Page 6:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  



 
 

1 Gesture by 

head: : bowed 

head  

√   

 

- Page7:  

  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand √  
 

 

 

 

b) Jumping to the end   

 1.)  Meeting and missings 

 - Page 14:  

  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

face  
√   



 
 

2 Gesture by 

hand  
 √  

 

- Page 15: 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand 
√   

2 Gesture by 

head 
√   

 

- Page 17:  

  

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  



 
 

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√   

 

   

c) Early days at Pasture Flats 

 1.)  The (imagined) past and imagining the future   

  - Page 24:  

   

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

  -Page 25:  

 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  



 
 

1 Gesture by 

hand   

 
√ 

 

 

2.)  Meeting and missings(2) 

 - Page 30:  

  

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√   

2 Gesture by 

face  
√   

3 Gesture by 

head 
√   

 

3.)  Breaking the ice with the Yr 8’s 

 - Page 31:  

   

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

head  
√ 

 
 



 
 

 

4.)  Student mentors  

 - Page 32:  

   

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√   

 

 

- Page 33:  

 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

face 
√   

 

- Page 35:  



 
 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√   

2 Gesture by 

face  
√   

 

  

5.)  Elusive friendship   

 - Page 37:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
 √  

2 Gesture by 

body  
√   

3 Gesture by 

face  
√   

 

6.)  Courting   



 
 

 - Page 38: 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by  

hand  
√   

 

-Page 39: 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√   

 

 - Page 40 :  



 
 

  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

  

 

d) Working towards the art exhibition 

 1.)  Machiavelli’s survivor  

  -Page 42:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
 √  

 

- Page 43:  



 
 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 

3.)  Stained hands  

 - Page 45:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

4.)  What are “bubbly” girls made of? 

 - Page 47:   



 
 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

5.)  Framer, framed 

 -  Page 48: 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 - Page 49: 



 
 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

e) Visiting the university 

 1.)  Excursions 

 - Page 52:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  

  
√ 

 

  - Page 53:  



 
 

  

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  

 
√  

  

 - Page 54:  

  

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

body  
√ 

 
 

f) Back to work 

 1.)  Unsolved, unresolved failure?  

 - Page 60:  

 



 
 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand   
√ 

 
 

2 Gesture by 

head  
√ 

 
 

 

- Page 61: 

 

 

No. Picture 

move 

Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

2.)  What are “endearing” girls made of? 

 - Page 62: 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 - Page 63:  



 
 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 

 - Page 64:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 

3.)  Teaching by preaching   

 - Page 65:  

 



 
 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand 
√ 

 
 

 

4.)  What are “outspoken” girls made of?  

 - Page 67 :  

  

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

head  
√ 

 
 

 

 

5.)  Teaching by hand   

 - Page 68:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  

 
√ 

 



 
 

2  Gesture by 

hand  
√   

 

6.)  The butterly   

 - Page 71:  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  

 
√ 

 

 

 

7.)  ningen ga banjisaisoo ga uma   

 - Page 72:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 



 
 

8.)  Speaking whose words?  

g) Forging a capacity to love? 

1.)  The “keeper”  

 - Page 77: 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

2.)  Unsolved, unresolved failure?  

 - Page 78:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 -  Page 79:  



 
 

  

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

  

3.)  What is real? Real teaching  

- Page 80:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by  

face  
√ 

 
 

 

- Page 81: 



 
 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

4.)  Common experience?  

 - Page 83: 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  

 
√ 

 

 

5.)  Policed boundaries  

 - Page 84:  



 
 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 - Page 85: 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

6.)  Silence  

7.)  The “hoodies” 

 - Page 87:  



 
 

   

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

body  
√ 

 
 

2 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

 

 - Page 88:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

face  
√ 

 
 

 

- Page 89:  



 
 

  

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

2 Gesture by 

face  
√ 

 
 

 

8.)  Hands ‘in’ learning  

 - Page 90:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√ 

 
 

2 Gesture by 

body  
√ 

 
 

 

9.)  The “hoodies”(2)   

 - Page 91 :  



 
 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

body  
√ 

 
 

 

- Page 92:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

body  
√ 

 
 

 

- Page 93:  



 
 

 

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

body  
√ 

 
 

 

10.)  Learning to teach or teaching to learn? 

-  Page 98:  

 

 

No. Picture move Illustrator  manipulator Emblem  

1 Gesture by 

hand  
√  

 



 
 

2 Gesture by 

body 

√ 
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